
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of wholesale account
executive. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications
and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still
be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for wholesale account executive

Develop seasonal financial flow worksheet for each region incorporating RL
product flow within parameters of account financial objectives for sales, turn
and margin
Manage in-season business via weekly update and review of rolling 12 Month
Financial plans
Provide input to on management of seasonal MD strategy
Provide input to Marketing team on development of targeted and effective
account Marketing plan
Specialty Sales Support- The Account Executive, Specialty Sales and
Wholesale Reporting (AE) is the key party responsible for the success of the
Specialty business
Business Reporting and Tools – The AE will be responsible for weekly,
monthly, quarterly, seasonally and annually reporting packets for Signature
and Specialty Channels
Provide key item guidance to drive topline sales growth
Manage key item stock levels and receipt opportunities with planning partner
balancing historical data with strategic direction
Present in-season bus, opportunities to the Senior Director based on best
sellers to maximize seasonal sales growth
Analyze seasonal style selling analysis weekly to include in seasonal tracker
and weekly recap which would include classification and fashion highlights

Example of Wholesale Account Executive Job
Description
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Manage and lead all ad-hoc reporting as it relates to seasonal selling and
analysis
Develop and present HSQ financial plan with a 3year focus plan to be
updated seasonally
Input data for business analysis, performance tracker, flow analysis, bsiness
reviews
Prepare, report and maintain Account Profiles (by door) Big vs Tall, Tropical vs
Cold
Schedule, prepare, conduct and document Monthly Business Review with VP
Sales, RPD and Account Management
Conduct & drive market appointments with key / top & potential accounts


